
Fashion Symposium - Symposium de recherche sur la mode 

Saturday, September 29, 2018, 10am-5pm 
Department of Human Ecology at the University of Alberta, Edmonton 

and Royal Alberta Museum 
 

 

Program 

Friday, Sep. 28, 2018 

4pm – Tour of the Royal Alberta Museum fashion collection (Address: 12841 102 Avenue) about 45min,  
followed by tea and cake at Edmonton's famous Duchess Bakery (open until 7pm).  

 
Saturday, Sept. 29, 2018 

10am – Registration opens at University of Alberta (Address: 3rd floor Lounge, Human Ecology Building,  
89th Ave and 116th St. – less than a 10min. walk from Campus Towers Hotel – see below) 

 Coffee and refreshments provided for registered participants.  
 
10:20am – Welcome remarks and introduction by the organizers (Lori Moran and Kat Sark)  
 
10:30am – Kat Sark, University of Victoria, founder of the Canadian Fashion Scholars Network  

katrina.sark@mail.mcgill.ca  
Research areas and interests: fashion and technology, ethical fashion and empowerment  
Symposium goals: foster a community between Canadian fashion scholars and professionals 

 
10:40am – Lori Moran, University of Alberta, lmoran@ualberta.ca 

Research areas and interests: sustainable fashion, fashion retail landscape in Canada 
Symposium goals: networking 

 
10:50am – Samuel Hardwicke, Ryerson University, samuelhardwicke@gmail.com  

Research areas and interests: men’s fashion, heterosexuality, cultural understanding of fashion  
Symposium goals: discussion of men’s fashion, network for future collaborative work 

 
11:00am – M. Elaine MacKay, Dalhousie University, mackayme@dal.ca  

Research areas and interests: historic / period fashion, pattern drafting, publication 
Symposium goals: meet with like-minded professionals, be part of a Canadian presence 

 

https://www.ualberta.ca/human-ecology
https://www.royalalbertamuseum.ca/
https://www.google.ca/maps/place/12841+102+Ave+NW,+Edmonton,+AB+T5N+0M5/@53.5422788,-113.5460565,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x53a0218013bbacef:0xdd7f10022506297!8m2!3d53.5422788!4d-113.5438678
https://duchessbakeshop.com/
https://www.ualberta.ca/maps?l=53.525404767975026,-113.53072239967366&z=14&campus=north_campus
http://fashionscholars.wix.com/home
mailto:katrina.sark@mail.mcgill.ca
mailto:lmoran@ualberta.ca
mailto:samuelhardwicke@gmail.com
mailto:mackayme@dal.ca


11:10am – Lucie Heins, Royal Alberta Museum, lucie.heins@gov.ab.ca  
Research areas and interests: history of Alberta quilts and quiltmakers, fashion/textile 
exhibitions in museums  
Symposium goals: learn more about the fashion industry in Canada to better understand the 
RAM’s textile collection, learn more about fashion trends in western Canada and how it differed 
(or not) with eastern Canada 

 
11:20am – Elena Siemens, University of Alberta, elena.siemens@ualberta.ca  

Research areas and interests: Fashion media, fashion spaces, fashion and art 
Symposium goals: Share recent research, networking, and highlighting student work in fashion 

 
11:30am – SHORT BREAK (10min) 
 
11:40am – Silvia Sgaramella, University of Alberta, silvia.sgaramella@ualberta.ca  

Research areas and interests: leather jacket, Bolsheviks, Boris Pilnyak 
Symposium goals: feedback about my work and how I could expand its scope, insights into 
current scholarship in fashion studies, joint publication with fashion experts 

 
11:50am – Anne Bissonnette, University of Alberta, anne.bissonnette@ualberta.ca  

Research areas and interests: 1790s fashion, pattern design, costume curatorship 
Symposium goals: Anne Lambert Clothing and Textiles Collection, networking, informing 
attendants about SSHRC project on for fashion research 

 
12:00pm – Leanne Page, University of Alberta, lpage@ualberta.ca  

Research areas and interests: material culture, dress history, fashion theory, embodiment 
Symposium goals: connect with scholars in my field, trends in Canadian fashion scholarship 

 
12:10pm – Sandra Tullio-Pow, Ryerson University, stullio@ryerson.ca  

Research areas and interests: functional and specialized clothing design, user needs assessment, 
design ethnography 
Symposium goals: networking  

 
12:20pm – Katalin Medvedev, University of Georgia, medvedev@uga.edu  

Research areas and interests: fashion peripheries, non-Western dress, gender and dress, politics 
of dress, social sustainability and dress 
Symposium goals: new directions in Fashion Studies education, sustainability, co-authorship,  
seeking speakers for UGA events 

 
12:30pm – Matthew Stepanic, Glass Buffalo Publishing, mstepani@ualberta.ca  

Research areas and interests: poetry, drag, pop culture 
Symposium goals: share my poetry & perspectives on queer culture and fashion, learn from 
other fashion scholars about queer identity 

 
12:40pm – Adriana Onita, The Polyglot Magazine, aonita@ualberta.ca  

Research areas and interests: cultural fashion, poetry and fashion, fashion collecting/curating 
Symposium goals: Creative and interdisciplinary collaborations  

 
12:50pm – Julia Petrov, Royal Alberta Museum, jpetrov@ualberta.ca  
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 Research areas and interests: fashion in museumsand literature, antique fashion as costume 
Symposium goals: meet Canadian fashion scholars and promote Alberta as a fashion destination 

 
1:00pm – Jessica Kennedy, Fashion Revolution, jessica@telus.net 

Research areas and interests: ethical fashion and sustainability 
Symposium goals: networking 

 
1:10 – Susan Ingram, York University, singram@yorku.ca 

Research areas and interests: institutions of (European) cultural modernity and their legacies 
Symposium goals: gauge interest in Urban Chic edited volumes on Vancouver and Hong Kong 

 
1:20pm – LUNCH BREAK (55min) – lunch will be generously provided by the Department of Human  

Ecology for registered participants   
 

2:15pm – Tour of the fashion collection at the Department of Human Ecology (45min) 
 
3:00pm – Workshop 1 – Round-table discussion on Men’s Fashion Consumption and the current  

perception of men, fashion and sexual identity (Samuel Hardwicke)  
 
3:30pm – SHORT BREAK (10min) 
 
3:40pm – Workshop 2 – Atypical Methodological Approaches to Fashion Research conducted at the  

University of Alberta’s Department of Human Ecology (Megan Strickfaden, Arlene Oak, Anne 
Bissonnette) This workshop will examine fashion research conducted by MA and PhD students 
and faculty members at the Department of Human Ecology. It will discuss research methods that 
led to exceptional dissertations, theses, presentations, and articles. Dr. Strickfaden will highlight 
the work of two graduate students: an auto-ethnography towards understanding clothing 
history through making, and an ethnography in a rehabilitation hospital that resulted in “the 
clothing taskscape” theory. Dr. Oak will address her analyses of dress and gender in relation to 
makeover TV (What Not to Wear) and pop music (the Beatles, Prince). Dr. Bissonnette will 
describe her SSHRC-funded qualitative and quantitative research on 1790s clothing and visual 
renderings. She will introduce her research on hairstyles, accessories, embodied dress practices, 
and how and why she creates patterns from surviving garments to map transitional styles. 

 
4:10pm – SHORT BREAK (10min) 
 
4:20pm – Workshop 3 - Undergraduate and Graduate Student Fashion Exhibitions integrated in the  

course curriculum 2013-2017 (Anne Bissonnette, Patricia Siferd, Katelin Karbonik) 
 
4:50pm – Closing remarks by organizers: Kat Sark and Lori Moran 

 

 

mailto:singram@yorku.ca


            

University of Alberta       Royal Alberta Museum 

Important Information:  

Campus Tower Suites Hotel (11145 87 Ave NW, Edmonton, AB, T6G 0Y1) 
Guest Room Reservation Method: Individual call-in reservations can be made directly through the 
Hotel, through the toll-free reservations telephone line 800.709.1824, the hotel direct at 
780.439.6060. The group code ACT-GFC3073 or meeting name by quoting “5th Annual Fashion 
Symposium” or through the hotel website (campustower.com) by using this unique booking link: 
http://coa.st/dxfd  
All reservations should be made before August 28th, 2018 to ensure availability. 
Rates start at $160.00 per night for one-bedroom suites and two-bedroom suites are also available. 
 
The symposium will be open to the public, feel free to invite your colleagues, students, and friends. 
Please see our Facebook Invite.  

 
Participants are encouraged to bring promotional materials for display on current publications, 
exhibitions, and other fashion-related projects. 
 
To support the hiring of a Textile Conservator for the Anne Lambert Clothing and Textiles Collection 
please go to:  http://uab.ca/GivetoTextiles  
 
For updates, please check our Facebook Group 
 

 
 

http://coa.st/dxfd
https://www.facebook.com/events/1883784848319822/
http://uab.ca/GivetoTextiles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/462236223906952/
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